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1. Introduction. 

The problem of finding necessary and sufficient condition for an 

element of a complete lattice to be isolated in the interval topology 

posed by Birkhotf L] J l). 1t has already been solved in the case that for 

an element x to be isolated to the lattice L itself in its interval topology 

by Northam [2그， that is, the necessary and suffícient conditions are the 

folIowings: 

(a) x covers a fimte number of elements and every element under x 

is under an elernent covered by x. 
(b) x is covered bya finite number of elements and every eIement over 

x is over an element which covers x. 
(c) x belongs to a finite separeating set=) of L in which no other 

member is comparable with x. 
In this short paper, we sha!I find a necessary and sufficient conditions 

, for an element of a partly ordered set P to be isolated to a subset M of 

P. And we sha!I give soπe Remarks which shows our conditions are 

equivalent to Notham ’s conditions ( ψ， (b) , (c) if the subset M le P. 

We here recollect some standard telm;. P is partly ordered if it is 

-subject to a binary relation 를 which is reflexive, antisymmetric, and 

transitive. In P , if neither x들y nor y들x， then x and y are said to be 

jncomparable and this is denoted by x:!* y. , The inteγval topology for P 

js defincd by takíng as a sub-basis for the cIosed sets the cIass S of all 

1) Number in brackets repl"eSent references listec1 at the end of the paper. 
” k웹 

2) Nort!J am δefines a separating set for cJosed interval s in the fo lJowing way. Let x ;-'"'~ 
a~(: y be (wo elen:ents in a partially 01ζered set, with x<y. A set of elements (a;~ 
is ,"alle c1 a εeparating set for t.he c10seι interval [x, y] if x<a; <y aJl ;, and every 
el mEnt in [x, yJ is ccrnrarable with at least one 2;. Th;~ "requires that intervals 
containig less t/:ar: trree elen:ents are ~aid to be εeparated ty the empty set. 
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sets (half intervaIs) of the form {x: x드따 abd . {x: a르써 • It is 
convenient to introduce the notation L(a) and M(α) to denote, respect

ively, the proceeding half intervaIs. By a coven"ng of an arbitrary set 

A, we mean a co!1ection of subsets of P whose union incIudes A. we let 

A’ denote the complement of set A. 

2. The isolated point in the interval topology 

The foIlowing Lemma is obvlous. 

[LEMMAJ ln a tOþological sþace P , if F= {Bκ :BαçP} is a bast 

of open sets then F’ ={B’a : B ", E F} is a base of closed sets. 

[THEOREMj A necessary and sμfficient condition lor an element a 
of a þartly ordered set P to be isolated to sμbset M in the interval tOþol

ogy is that for the element a there exist the finite sμbsets A and B 
sμch that 

(i) A={x: x :l* a or x)a} , B={y: y :l* a or y<a} 

(ii) (M(X)).eM (L(y))YEB are cOtJe상ngof M-α 

[PROOF] At first we haIl show that the conditions (i), (ii)are 

necessary. If a is isolated to M , then a 뿔M-a. 
And we can finda neighbourhood V(a) of a that V(a)nCM-aJ=O. 

Since V (a) is an open set, there exist. basic open sets U /! such that 

V(a)- UβU/! ， where , Uβ n CM -aJ= 0 for all β. 
Therefore, there exist at least one basic open set U f3 containing a. 

Since 1J~ is a basic cIosed set by Lemma, U~ must be the union of a 

finite number of sub-basic of cIosed set. 

Hence there are two finite subsets A , B of P such that 

U~ =[ U .. eAM(x)그 U[ U!때L(Y)J 

which includes M-a because U/! n CM-a]=O. 
If x를a and xEA, then a E M(x) which is contrary. 

Hence any element x of A is either x:::; a or x) a. SimilarIy, we have 

any element y of B is either y :l* a or y < a. 

we now consider the suffciency. In an intervaI topology, M - a is the 

intersection of 

r=n {Fα : F ø: is closed subset such that M -ac F aC P}. 
α 
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On the other hand, the subset [U ~EAM(x)J U [U yEBL(y) J is a closed 

subset of P and includes M a. Threfore, 
[ USEAM(x)그 U[U νEBL(y)] 르 r 

while a 후 [U.GAM(x)]U[UYEBL(y)]， infact, ifaEM(x for some x 든 A 

then a;:;;x, which is contrary, and similarly if a 르 L(y) for some y E B 
then a들y， w hich is also contrary. 

Hence a 후 M a. 

[REMARKS] In particular case of M=P , our conditions are 

equivalent to Northam ’s conditions (a) , (b) , (c). For, there exist a finite 

number of maximal elements of 1 x : a>짜 in B , and a finite number of 

minimal elements in A, since (M(x)) .EA' (L(Y))YETI are a covering of 

P-a. 

Therefore, the conditions (a) and (b) hold, and t..l-Ie condition (c) easily 

hold, too. And it is easy to see the converse if M P. 

Finally, we here give as example that the conditions (a) , (b) are 

unnecessary for element a of M to be isolated point of M (=t=P). Let 

P be the topo!ogical space to all real numbers and M be the subset 

{ 0, x: 1 < x , or - 1 > x } of P. 

Then zero is an isloated point of M since M(1) UL( 1) includes M-O. 

However, there is any element in M neither covering zero nor being 

covered by zero. 
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